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Abstract
We study the dimensional reduction of ten-dimensional super Yang-Mills theory
in curved backgrounds with torsion. We examine the parallel spinor conditions
and the constraints for the torsion parameters which preserve supersymmetry and
gauge symmetry in four dimensions. In particular we examine the ten-dimensional
Ω-background with the torsion which is identified with the R-symmetry Wilson line
gauge fields. After the dimensional reduction, we obtain the Ω-deformed N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory. Solving the parallel spinor conditions and the torsion
constraints, we classify the deformed supersymmetry associated with the topological
twist of N = 4 supersymmetry. We also study deformed supersymmetries in the
Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit.
1 Introduction
The Ω-background [1] has been recognized as an interesting and useful deformation for
studying non-perturbative effects in supersymmetric gauge theories via the localization
technique [2, 3, 4]. This background can be embedded into superstrings and the instanton
partition functions are extracted from the scattering amplitudes [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The
microscopic deformed instanton effective action is also obtained from the D3/D(−1) brane
system in the R-R 3-form backgrounds [10, 11].
The Ω-background is a curved geometry with the action of U(1) vector fields and
is realized in higher dimensions. The background breaks the Poincare´ symmetry and
also supersymmetry in general. A part of the supersymmetries, however, can be re-
covered by introducing the R-symmetry Wilson line gauge fields. For example, the Ω
deformation of N = 2 super Yang-Mills theory is obtained by the dimensional reduction
of six-dimensional N = 1 theory in the geometry with U(1)2-action and the SU(2) R-
symmetry Wilson line gauge fields. One can recover a scalar supersymmetry by choosing
the appropriate Wilson lines, which is obtained by the topological twist of N = 2 su-
persymmetry. Using this equivariant scalar supercharge, we can apply the localization
method to compute the instanton partition function [2].
In the previous paper [12], we have studied N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory in ten-
dimensional Ω-background with the U(1)6-action and the constant SU(4) R-symmetry
Wilson line gauge fields. After the dimensional reduction to four dimensions, we have ob-
tained the Ω-deformed N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. This theory admits the deformed
supersymmetry in some cases. For the self-dual Ω-background, the theory is invariant
under the anti-chiral half of the N = 4 supersymmetry. For the ten-dimensional Ω-
background restricted to the six-dimensional Ω-background with the appropriate Wilson
line gauge fields, it corresponds to the N = 2∗ deformation of N = 4 theory. The ex-
plicit construction of the deformed supersymmetry transformations are however a very
cumbersome task due to the complicated form of the deformed Lagrangian.
The purpose of the present work is to study systematically the supersymmetry of
four-dimensional Ω-deformed N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory from the viewpoint of ten-
dimensional N = 1 theory in a curved background. For the flat spacetime background
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the dimensional reduction of N = 1 supersymmetry leads to the N = 4 supersymmetry
in four dimensions [13]. The supersymmetry for the N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory in
a curved manifold leads to the parallel spinor conditions, which implies that the curved
background has the Ricci-flat special holonomy. This was generalized into the curved
spacetime with the Killing spinor conditions [14]. Recently the localizations of N = 4
and N = 2∗ theories on the sphere have been studied with the help of the supersymmetry
associated with the Killing spinor conditions [15, 16].
For supersymmetry in the Ω-background, it is necessary to introduce the R-symmetry
Wilson line gauge fields, which is not realized by the deformation of the metric. In order
to study this Wilson line deformation, we will investigate more general set-up, namely,
N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory in a curved background with torsion. The parallel spinor
conditions are modified due to the torsion, which relaxes the Ricci-flat conditions for
the curved spacetime. Note that generic torsion is inconsistent with gauge invariance.
We will consider a special class of torsion such that the resulting four-dimensional gauge
theory is gauge invariant after the dimensional reduction. When we apply this formulation
to the ten-dimensional Ω-background, we can identify the torsion with the R-symmetry
Wilson line gauge fields. By solving the modified parallel spinor conditions we will find
the constraints for the Ω-background parameters and the Wilson line gauge fields.
As in the N = 2 case, the deformed scalar supersymmetries can be constructed by
the topological twist of the N = 4 supersymmetry, which is classified as follows: the half-
twist, the Vafa-Witten twist and the Marcus twist [17]. We will construct the deformed
supersymmetries for these twists. We will further study the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit
[18] of the deformed supersymmetry, where the supersymmetry is enhanced due to the
partial recovery of the Poincare´ invariance in two dimensions.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce the ten-dimensional
N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory in a curved background with torsion. In section 3, we
study the dimensional reduction to four dimensions and examine the conditions such that
the reduced theory has the gauge symmetry and also supersymmetry, which becomes the
parallel spinor conditions and the constraints for the torsion. In section 4, we study the Ω-
background with torsion, which is identified with the Wilson line gauge fields. We examine
the parallel spinor conditions and the torsion constraints and obtain the conditions for
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the deformation parameters. We then construct the deformed supersymmetries associated
with the various twists as well as the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit. In the appendix, we
summarize the Dirac matrices in four and six dimensions.
2 Ten-dimensional super Yang-Mills theory in curved
background with torsion
In this section, we introduce ten-dimensional N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory in curved
background with torsion and discuss supersymmetry in the background.
We first define ten-dimensional N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory with gauge group G
in the flat spacetime. This theory contains a gauge field AM (M = 0, 1, . . . , 9) and a
Majorana-Weyl fermion Ψ, where both fields belong to the adjoint representation of G.
The Lagrangian is
L0 = 1
κg2
Tr
[
−1
4
FMNFMN − i
2
Ψ¯ΓMDMΨ
]
, (2.1)
where g is the coupling constant, FMN = ∂MAN −∂NAM + i[AM , AN ] is the field strength
of AM . The gamma matrices Γ
M are defined by ΓMΓN + ΓNΓM = 2ηMN , where the
flat metric ηMN is taken to be Lorentzian as ηMN = diag(−1,+1, . . . ,+1). The gauge
covariant derivative is defined by DM∗ = ∂M ∗ + i[AM , ∗]. We normalize the generators
T u (u = 1, . . . , dimG) of the gauge group G as Tr(T uT v) = κδuv.
The Lagrangian (2.1) is invariant up to a total derivative under the supersymmetry
transformation [13]
δAM = iζ¯ ΓMΨ, δΨ = −1
2
FMNΓ
[MΓN ]ζ, (2.2)
where ζ is a constant Majorana-Weyl spinor. The square bracket in Γ[MΓN ] denotes
the antisymmetrization of the indices in the product of two gamma matrices, defined by
Γ[MΓN ] = 1
2
(ΓMΓN −ΓNΓM). Γ[M1ΓM2 · · ·ΓMn] is similarly normalized by the factor 1/n!.
The variation of the Lagrangian under (2.2) is
δL0 = 1
κg2
Tr
[
−1
2
Ψ¯ΓM [Ψ¯ΓMζ,Ψ] +
i
2
Ψ¯Γ[MΓNΓP ]ζ (D[MFNP ])
− i
4
DM(Ψ¯Γ
[NΓP ]ΓMζ FNP )
]
. (2.3)
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Since the first and the second terms vanish by the Fierz and the Bianchi identity, respec-
tively and the third term is a total derivative, the action is invariant under (2.2).
We next consider ten-dimensional curved spacetime background which is represented
by the metric GMN and the torsion TMNP (see, for example [19]). We use the calligraphic
letters M, N , P, . . . ( = 0, 1, . . . , 9) for the indices of the curved spacetime coordinates.
We also introduce the vielbein eMM, where the capital lettersM , N , P , . . . are used for the
indices of the tangent space coordinates. The metric is written in terms of the vielbein as
GMN = ηMNe
M
Me
N
N . The spin connection ω̂M,NP is related to the vielbein and the torsion
by Cartan’s first structure equation
TMN P = ∂MePN − ∂N ePM + ω̂M,P Q eQN − ω̂N ,P Q eQM. (2.4)
Then ω̂M,NP is expressed in terms of eMM and TMN
P as
ω̂M,NP = ωM,NP +KM,NP , (2.5)
ωM,NP =
1
2
(
CMN,P − CNP,M + CPM,N
)
, (2.6)
KM,NP = −1
2
(
TMN,P − TNP,M + TPM,N
)
, (2.7)
where CMNP are the Ricci rotation coefficients defined by
CMN P = ∂MePN − ∂N ePM. (2.8)
The tensor KM,NP is called the contorsion. The torsion is expressed in terms of the
contorsion as
TMNP = −KM,NP +KN ,MP . (2.9)
We also introduce the affine connection Γ̂MNP . Then the covariant derivative of the
vielbein is
∇̂MePN = ∂MePN − Γ̂MNP ePP + ω̂M,P Q eQN . (2.10)
Here ∇̂M denotes the spacetime covariant derivative including the torsion. We also de-
note the spacetime covariant derivative without the torsion as ∇M. We relate the two
connections by imposing the vielbein postulate
∇̂MePN = 0. (2.11)
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From (2.5) and (2.11), Γ̂MNP is decomposed into the torsion-independent part and the
contorsion part as
Γ̂MNP = ΓMNP +KM,PN , (2.12)
where the first term is the usual Christoffel symbol (the Levi-Civita connection)
ΓMNP =
1
2
GPQ(∂MGNQ + ∂NGMQ − ∂QGMN ). (2.13)
Now we introduce the Lagrangian in the curved spacetime background with the torsion
by replacing all the derivative ∂M in (2.1) to the spacetime covariant derivative ∇̂M and
the appropriate contraction of the indices. For the vector field and the spinor field, ∇̂M
acts as
∇̂MAN = ∂MAN − Γ̂MNPAP , ∇̂MΨ =
(
∂M +
1
2
ω̂M,NPΓNP
)
Ψ, (2.14)
where ΓMN = 1
2
Γ[MΓN ] is the ten-dimensional Lorentz generator. The field strength FMN
is replaced with F̂MN defined by
F̂MN = ∇̂MAN − ∇̂NAM + i[AM, AN ]
= FMN − TMNPAP . (2.15)
The gauge covariant derivative DM is replaced with ∇̂(G)M ∗ = ∇̂M ∗ + i[AM, ∗] which
is covariant with respect to both the gauge and the general coordinate transformation.
Then the Lagrangian in the curved background with the torsion becomes
L̂ = 1
κg2
Tr
[
−1
4
e
(
eMM e
N
N F̂MN
)2 − i
2
e Ψ¯eMM Γ
M∇̂(G)M Ψ
]
, (2.16)
where e is the determinant of the vielbein and eMM is the inverse vielbein. We note that
(2.16) is not gauge invariant when the torsion is nonzero, since the last term in (2.15)
explicitly depends on the gauge field itself.
We discuss the invariance of the action under the supersymmetry transformation:
δAM = ieMM ζ¯ ΓMΨ, δΨ = −
1
2
eMM e
N
N F̂MNΓ
[MΓN ]ζ. (2.17)
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The variation of the Lagrangian (2.16) becomes
δL̂ = 1
κg2
Tr
[
i
2
eΨ¯Γ[MΓNΓP]ζ
(∇̂(G)[M F̂NP])− i4e∇̂M(Ψ¯Γ[NΓP]ΓMζ F̂NP)
+
i
2
eΨ¯ΓMΓ[NΓP]F̂NP(∇̂Mζ)
]
, (2.18)
where we have used the Fierz identity. In the first term we will compute ∇̂(G)[M F̂NP]. From
the Bianchi identity, we obtain
∇̂(G)[M F̂NP] = −(∂QA[M)TNP]Q − (∂[MTNP]R + T[MNQTP]QR)AR. (2.19)
In order that the first term of (2.19) vanishes, the torsion must be zero. In this case the
second term in (2.18) becomes a total derivative. The last term in (2.18) becomes zero
by requiring that ζ satisfies the parallel spinor condition
∇Mζ = 0. (2.20)
Hence the Lagrangian (2.16) is neither invariant under the supersymmetry transformation
(2.17) nor gauge invariant in ten dimensions, unless the torsion vanishes. It is related
to the fact that bosonic and fermionic physical degrees of freedom are different since
the gauge field becomes massive. This implies that the action is not supersymmetric.
However, if we consider the dimensional reduction, the action becomes invariant under the
gauge and supersymmetry transformations when the torsion satisfies certain conditions,
as we will see in the next section.
3 Dimensional reduction and parallel spinor condi-
tions
We now consider the dimensional reduction of the theory (2.16) to four dimensions. We
also perform the Wick rotation x0 = −ix10. The local Lorentz group SO(10) is reduced to
SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(4), where SU(2)L × SU(2)R is the Lorentz group in four dimen-
sions and SU(4) becomes the R-symmetry of the reduced theory. After the dimensional
reduction, the gauge field AM is decomposed as AM = (Aµ, ϕA), where Aµ (µ = 1, . . . , 4)
is the gauge field and ϕA (A = 5, . . . , 10) are the scalar fields in four dimensions. The
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spinor field Ψ is also decomposed as Ψ = (ΛAα , Λ¯
α˙
A), where α, α˙ = 1, 2 are the SU(2)L
and SU(2)R indices respectively. These indices are raised and lowered by the antisym-
metric ε-symbol normalized as ε12 = −ε12 = 1. A = 1, . . . , 4 is the index for the vector
representation of SU(4). The gamma matrices are decomposed as
ΓM =
(
−i
(
0 σmαα˙
σ¯mα˙α 0
)
⊗ 18,
(
12 0
0 −12
)
⊗
(
0 ΣaAB
Σ¯aAB 0
))
, (3.1)
where we have decomposed the index M as M = (m, a) (m = 1, . . . , 4, a = 5, . . . , 10).
1n denotes the n×n identity matrix. The conventions of four- and six-dimensional Dirac
matrices σm, σ¯m,Σa, Σ¯a are given in the appendix.
The fields and the background do not depend on the internal coordinates xA in the
dimensional reduction. By setting ∂A = 0 in (2.16), we obtain the four-dimensional
Lagrangian as
L̂4D = 1
κg2
Tr
[
1
4
e
(
eµme
ν
nF̂µν + (e
µ
me
A
n − eµneAm)F̂µA + eAmeBnF̂AB
)2
+
1
2
e
(
eµme
ν
aF̂µν + (e
µ
me
A
a − eµaeAm)F̂µA + eAmeBa F̂AB
)2
+
1
4
e
(
eµae
ν
b F̂µν + (e
µ
ae
A
b − eµb eAa )F̂µA + eAa eBb F̂AB
)2
+ eµmΛ
αAσmαα˙DµΛ¯
α˙
A + ie
A
mΛ
αAσmαα˙[ϕA, Λ¯
α˙
A]
− 1
2
eAa Σ¯
a
ABΛ
αA[ϕA,ΛBα ]−
1
2
eAa Σ
aABΛ¯α˙A[ϕA,Λα˙B]
+
i
2
eµaΣ¯
a
ABΛ
αADµΛ
B
α +
i
2
eµaΣ
aABΛ¯α˙ADµΛ¯
α˙
B +
1
4
ω̂m,npΛ
AǫmnpqσqΛ¯A
+
i
4
(ω̂a,mn + 2ω̂m,na)(Λ
AσmnΣ¯aABΛ
B + Λ¯Aσ¯
mnΣaABΛ¯B)
+
1
2
(2ω̂a,mb − ω̂m,ab)ΛAσm(Σ¯ab)ABΛ¯B
− i
8
ω̂a,bc(Λ
A(Σ¯[aΣbΣ¯c])ABΛ
B + Λ¯A(Σ
[aΣ¯bΣc])ABΛB)
]
, (3.2)
where ǫmnpq is the totally antisymmetric tensor normalized as ǫ1234 = 1. σmn, σ¯mn and
Σab, Σ¯ab are the Lorentz generators in four and six dimensions respectively, which are
defined in the appendix. F̂µν , F̂µA, F̂AB are the components of the modified field strength
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(2.15), which are obtained as
F̂µν = Fµν − TµνρAρ − TµνAϕA,
F̂µA = DµϕA − TµAρAρ − TµABϕB,
F̂AB = i[ϕA, ϕB]− TABρAρ − TABCϕC. (3.3)
The Lagrangian (3.2) does not have the gauge invariance since L̂4D depends on Aµ ex-
plicitly. However the gauge invariance is recovered by setting
TMN
ρ = (Tµν
ρ, TµA
ρ, TAB
ρ) = 0. (3.4)
Next we examine the supersymmetry in the dimensionally reduced theory under the
gauge invariance condition (3.4). We use the notation in ten dimensions for convenience.
The condition for supersymmetry is that (2.18) becomes a total derivative. (2.19) vanishes
due to (3.4) and the reduction ∂A = 0. The second and the third terms become zero by
imposing the condition
∂[MTNP]R + T[MNQTP]QR = 0. (3.5)
The second term in the variation (2.18) does not become a total derivative. We have
e ∇̂MVM = ∂M(e VM) + e TMNMV N , (3.6)
where the vector VM is given by
VM =
1
κg2
Tr
[
− i
4
Ψ¯ΓNPΓMζ F̂NP
]
. (3.7)
Hence we have the traceless condition such that the second term in (3.6) vanishes as
TMNM = 0. (3.8)
The last term in (2.18) becomes zero when ζ satisfies the parallel spinor condition modified
by the torsion as
∇̂Mζ = 0. (3.9)
Therefore the dimensionally reduced theory from (2.16) is invariant under the super-
symmetry transformation (2.17) generated by the parallel spinor ζ satisfying (3.9) when
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the torsion TMNP satisfies the conditions (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8). After the dimensional
reduction, the supersymmetry transformation (2.17) becomes
δAµ = −emµ ζAσmΛ¯A − emµ ζ¯Aσ¯mΛA + ieAµ ζAΣ¯aABΛB − ieAµ ζ¯AΣABa Λ¯B,
δΛA = σmnζA
(
eµme
ν
aF̂µν + (e
µ
me
A
n − eµneAm)F̂µA + eAmeBnF̂AB
)
+ iΣaABσmζ¯B
(
eµme
ν
aF̂µν + (e
µ
me
A
a − eµaeAm)F̂µA + eAmeBa F̂AB
)
+ (Σab)ABζ
B
(
eµae
ν
b F̂µν + (e
µ
ae
A
b − eµb eAa )F̂µA + eAa eBb F̂AB
)
,
δΛ¯A = σ¯
mnζ¯A
(
eµme
ν
aF̂µν + (e
µ
me
A
n − eµneAm)F̂µA + eAmeBnF̂AB
)
+ iΣ¯aABσ¯
mζB
(
eµme
ν
aF̂µν + (e
µ
me
A
a − eµaeAm)F̂µA + eAmeBa F̂AB
)
+ (Σ¯ab)A
B ζ¯B
(
eµae
ν
b F̂µν + (e
µ
ae
A
b − eµb eAa )F̂µA + eAa eBb F̂AB
)
,
δϕA = −emAζAσmΛ¯A − emA ζ¯Aσ¯mΛA + ieaAζAΣ¯aABΛB − ieaAζ¯AΣABa Λ¯B, (3.10)
where we decomposed ζ as ζ = (ζAα , ζ¯α˙A).
Here we consider the case of the flat spacetime and that the constant torsion is turned
only in the six-dimensional direction as an example. In the Lagrangian (3.2), the torsion
gives the mass terms for the fermions and scalars. The supersymmetry conditions restrict
the form of the mass terms. From (3.5) the constant torsion satisfies T[ab
dTc]d
e = 0, which
implies that the torsion can be regarded as the structure constant of a Lie algebra T
and forms the adjoint representation of T . The dimension of T is equal to or less than
six, where the latter case is possible when the components of the torsion are not linearly
independent. The traceless condition Tab
a = 0 from (3.8) must be also satisfied.
If the torsion is totally antisymmetric, the traceless condition is satisfied. Moreover,
from (2.7) the contorsion is proportional to the torsion as Ka,bc = −12Tab,c. In this case T
becomes a subalgebra of SU(4). The parallel spinor condition (3.9) becomes
Tab,c(Σ
bc)ABζ
B
α = 0, Tab,c(Σ¯
bc)A
B ζ¯α˙B = 0. (3.11)
Since the matrices acting on the parallel spinors in (3.11) are the Hermitian conjugate
to each other, we have the same number of the left-handed and the right-handed parallel
spinors. The number of supersymmetries depends on the choice of T and how T is embed-
ded into SU(4). We summarize the relation between T and the number of supersymmetry
in table 1.
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T ♯ of SUSY
SU(2)× SU(2), SU(2)× U(1)2, U(1)3 N = 0
SU(2)× U(1), U(1)2 N = 1
SU(2), U(1) N = 2
Table 1: Torsion algebra T ∈ SU(4) and the number N of supersymmetry. The embed-
ding of T is chosen such that N becomes maximal.
As an example, we consider the case T = U(1)2. If T is embedded into SU(4)
appropriately, the parallel spinor condition (3.11) has the form
0 0 0 0
0 t1a 0 0
0 0 t2a 0
0 0 0 t3a

A
B
ζB = 0, t1a + t2a + t3a = 0, t1a, t2a, t3a 6= 0. (3.12)
The similar condition for ζ¯A holds. The solution to (3.12) is ζ
A = (ζ1, 0, 0, 0)T . Then we
have N = 1 supersymmetry. We can check that it corresponds to the N = 1∗ deformation
[20]. The mass term for the fermions takes the form of
Lm = mABΛAΛB + m¯ABΛ¯AΛ¯B, (3.13)
where the two mass matrices mAB and m¯
AB are defined by
mAB =
i
16
(Σ¯[aΣbΣ¯c])ABTab,c, m¯
AB =
i
16
(Σ[aΣ¯bΣc])ABTab,c. (3.14)
When the parallel spinor condition becomes the form of (3.12), we can show that each
mass matrix has one zero eigenvalue. This is the N = 1∗ deformation. Similarly, in the
case of T = U(1) we obtain the N = 2∗ deformation.
4 Ω-background and Deformed Supersymmetry
In this section, we study the four-dimensional N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in the Ω-
background with torsion. We solve the parallel spinor and the torsion conditions obtained
in the previous section and classify the supersymmetries.
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4.1 N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in Ω-background
The Lagrangian of the four-dimensional N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in the Ω-
background is obtained by the dimensional reduction of the ten-dimensional N = 1 super
Yang-Mills theory in the spacetime with the metric:
ds2 = (dxm + Ωmadx
a)2 + (dxa)2,
Ωma = Ω
mn
axn, Ω
mn
a = −Ωnma,
(4.1)
where xm and xa are the coordinates of the four- and six-dimensional spaces. The anti-
symmetric matrices Ωmna are parameterized as
Ωmna =

0 ǫ1a 0 0
−ǫ1a 0 0 0
0 0 0 −ǫ2a
0 0 ǫ2a 0
 , (4.2)
where ǫ1a, ǫ2a are real parameters. These matrices commute with each other
Ωm
p
aΩpnb − ΩmpbΩpna = 0. (4.3)
The vielbein is given by
eMM =
(
emµ e
a
µ
emA eaA
)
=
(
δmµ 0
δaAΩ
m
a δ
aA
)
,
eMM =
(
eµm e
A
m
eµa e
A
a
)
=
(
δµm 0
−δµmΩma δAa
)
.
(4.4)
We introduce the constant torsion along the internal directions, which is consistent
with the dimensional reduction. We want to study the supersymmetry conditions in this
setup. Another way to recover parts of supersymmetry is to introduce the constant Wilson
line gauge field Aa by gauging the SU(4) R-symmetry [4, 12]. From the expression of
the covariant derivative (2.14) in the general curved background, we find that the SU(4)
R-symmetry Wilson line gauge field is identified with the contorsion through the following
relation,
KA,bc = −iδaA(Aa)AB(Σbc)BA, (4.5)
or equivalently
(Aa)AB = i
4
δAa (Σbc)
A
BKA,bc. (4.6)
The other components except KA,bc are zero. From (2.9), the non-trivial components of
the torsion are given by
TAB
µ = −δaAδbB(Ka,bc −Kb,ac)Ωµc , (4.7)
TAB
C = −δaAδbBδCc (Ka,bc −Kb,ac). (4.8)
The non-zero components of the spin and affine connections are evaluated as
ω̂A,mn = δaAΩmna, ω̂A,bc = KA,bc, (4.9)
Γ̂µAν = ΩνµA, (4.10)
Γ̂ABµ = ΩµρAΩρB − δbBΩµcKA,cb, (4.11)
Γ̂ABC = δbBδ
C
cKA,
c
b. (4.12)
The gauge invariance condition (3.4) reads
TABµ = 0. (4.13)
Using this condition and substituting the vielbein (4.4) and the torsion (4.7), (4.8) into
the Lagrangian (3.2), we obtain
L(Ω,A) = 1
κg2
Tr
[ 1
4
FmnFmn + Λ
AσmDmΛ¯A +
1
2
(
Dmϕa − FmnΩna
)2
− 1
2
(Σa)
ABΛ¯A[ϕa, Λ¯B]− 1
2
(Σ¯a)ABΛ
A[ϕa,Λ
B]
− 1
4
(
[ϕa, ϕb] + iΩ
m
a Dmϕb − iΩmb Dmϕa − iFmnΩma Ωnb
− 1
2
(
(ΣbΣ¯c)
A
Bϕc(Aa)BA − (ΣaΣ¯c)ABϕc(Ab)BA
))2
− i
2
Ωma
(
(Σa)
ABΛ¯ADmΛ¯B + (Σ¯a)ABΛ
ADmΛ
B
)
+
i
4
Ωmna
(
(Σa)
ABΛ¯Aσ¯
mnΛ¯B + (Σ¯a)ABΛ
AσmnΛB
)
+
1
2
(Σa)
ABΛ¯AΛ¯D(Aa)DB − 1
2
(Σ¯a)ABΛ
A(Aa)BDΛD
]
. (4.14)
This Lagrangian indeed coincides with the Ω-deformed one with the R-symmetry Wilson
line obtained in [12].
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4.2 Supersymmetry conditions in Ω-background
Now we examine the supersymmetry and gauge invariance conditions for the Lagrangian
(4.14). We first write down the parallel spinor condition (3.9) in the Ω-background with
the torsion. Then, we consider the constraints on the torsion (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8).
4.2.1 Parallel spinor condition
The parallel spinor condition (3.9) in the Ω-background with the torsion is given by
∇̂µζ = ∂µζ = 0, (4.15)
∇̂Aζ = 1
4
δaA(ΩmnaΓmn +Ka,bcΓbc)ζ = 0. (4.16)
From the condition (4.15), the parameter ζ becomes constant. When the Ω-background
matrices Ωmna are anti-self-dual or self-dual, and the torsion is zero, the condition (4.16)
is satisfied for the chiral or anti-chiral parameters ζAα , ζ¯
α˙
A respectively. In these cases, all
the torsion conditions (3.4), (3.8) and (3.5) are trivially satisfied and half of the N = 4
supersymmetries are preserved [12]. However, when Ωmna is not (anti-)self-dual, the
condition (4.16) can not be satisfied in general.
In following, we consider Ωmna which is not (anti-)self-dual. Since Γ
mn and Γab are
generators of four- and six-dimensional rotations, Ωmna andKa,bc are rotational parameters
of SO(4) and SO(6). Since the matrices Ωmna commute with each other, they are the
rotational parameters of the U(1)L × U(1)R Cartan subgroup of the four-dimensional
Lorentz group SO(4) ≃ SU(2)L × SU(2)R. For the six-dimensional rotation group, we
consider the subgroup SO(2)′ × SO(4)′ ≃ U(1)′ × SU(2)L′ × SU(2)R′ of SO(6). We
decompose the six-dimensional vector index a into a = (a′, aˆ) (a′ = 5, 6, aˆ = 7, 8, 9, 10),
associated with the SO(2)′ and SO(4)′ rotations respectively. We cancel parts of the
component in ΩmnaΓ
mn andKa,bcΓ
bc by identifying U(1) charges of the Lorentz group with
that of six dimensions. This is done by identifying SU(2)’s in the Lorentz group with those
in the R-symmetry group. These identifications correspond to the topological twist of the
four-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetry [17]. Then the components of the contorsion
Ka,bc are the parameters of the Cartan subgroup U(1)L′ × U(1)R′ of SU(2)L′ × SU(2)R′ ,
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U(1)L U(1)R U(1)L′ U(1)R′
ζA
′
α ±12 0 0 ±12
ζ Aˆα ±12 0 ±12 0
ζ¯ α˙A′ 0 ±12 0 ±12
ζ¯ α˙
Aˆ
0 ±1
2
±1
2
0
Table 2: U(1)X charges of spinors.
where Ka,bˆcˆ are non-zero and
Ka,b′c′ = Ka,b′ cˆ = 0. (4.17)
The condition (4.16) becomes
(ΩmnaΓ
mn +Ka,bˆcˆΓ
bˆcˆ)ζ = 0. (4.18)
Now we determine the U(1) charges of the spinor parameter ζ = (ζAα , ζ¯
α˙
A). The repre-
sentations 4 and 4¯ of SU(4) are decomposed into the representation of U(1)′×SU(2)L′×
SU(2)R′ :
4 = (2, 1)1/2 + (1, 2)−1/2, 4¯ = (2, 1)−1/2 + (1, 2)1/2, (4.19)
where the first and the second components in the parenthesis are the representations of
SU(2)L′ and SU(2)R′ respectively. The subscript ±1/2 denotes the U(1)′ charge and 2, 1
are the two-dimensional and the trivial representation of each SU(2). Then we have the
following decomposition of spinors,
ζAα = (ζ
A′
α , ζ
Aˆ
α ), ζ¯
α˙
A = (ζ¯
α˙
A′, ζ¯
α˙
Aˆ
), A′ = 1, 2, Aˆ = 3, 4. (4.20)
Spinors that have A′ = 1, 2 are 2 representation of SU(2)R′ while that have Aˆ = 3, 4
are 2 representation of SU(2)L′ . The generators of SO(4)
′ for the spinors ζA
′
α , ζ¯
α˙
A′ and
ζα
Aˆ
, ζ¯ α˙
Aˆ
are (Σab)A′
B′ = −(Σ¯ab)B′A′ and (Σab)AˆBˆ = −(Σ¯ab)BˆAˆ. We are interested in the
U(1)X (X = L,R, L
′, R′) charges of spinors associated with the Cartan subgroups of
SU(2)X . We summarize the U(1) charges for each spinor in table 2.
There are three topological twists called the half twist [17], the Vafa-Witten twist [21]
and the Marcus twist [22].
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Half twist In the half twist, SU(2)R′ and SU(2)R are identified while the SU(2)L′
and SU(2)L are left intact. The new Lorentz group is defined as SU(2)L × [SU(2)R′ ×
SU(2)R]diag where [SU(2)R′ × SU(2)R]diag denotes the diagonal subgroup of SU(2)R′ ×
SU(2)R. Spinors ζ
A′
α , ζ¯
α˙
A′ can be decomposed under the new Lorentz group as
ζα
A′ = (σm)αB′ǫ
A′B′ζm, ζ¯
α˙
A′ = δ
α˙
A′ ζ¯ + (σ¯
mn)α˙A′ ζ¯mn, (4.21)
where ζm, ζ¯ and ζ¯mn are vector, scalar and anti-self-dual tensor respectively.
Vafa-Witten twist In the Vafa-Witten twist, SU(2)L′ × SU(2)R′ in the R-symmetry
and SU(2)R in the Lorentz symmetry is identified. The new Lorentz group is defined as
SU(2)L × [SU(2)L′ × SU(2)R′ × SU(2)R]diag. Spinors are decomposed as
ζα
A′ = (σm)αB′ǫ
A′B′ζm, ζ¯
α˙
A′ = δ
α˙
A′ ζ¯ + (σ¯
mn)α˙A′ ζ¯mn, (4.22)
ζα
Aˆ = (σm)αBˆǫ
AˆBˆζ ′m, ζ¯
α˙
Aˆ = δ
α˙
Aˆζ¯
′ + (σ¯mn)α˙Aˆζ¯
′
mn. (4.23)
Marcus twist In the Marcus twist, SU(2)L′ and SU(2)L, SU(2)R′ and SU(2)R are
identified. The new Lorentz group is defined as [SU(2)L′ × SU(2)L]diag × [SU(2)R′ ×
SU(2)R]diag. Spinors are decomposed as
ζα
A′ = (σm)αB′ǫ
A′B′ζm, ζ¯
α˙
A′ = δ
α˙
A′ ζ¯ + (σ¯
mn)α˙A′ ζ¯mn, (4.24)
ζα
Aˆ = δα
Aˆζ + (σmn)α
Aˆζmn, ζ¯
α˙
Aˆ = (σ¯
m)α˙BˆǫAˆBˆ ζ¯m. (4.25)
4.2.2 Torsion conditions
We have obtained the parallel spinor condition (4.18). Now we write down the conditions
on the torsion (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8) in the Ω-background. The gauge invariance condition
(3.4) reads
(Ka,b
c −Kb,ac)Ωmnc = 0. (4.26)
The condition (3.5) becomes
T[ab
dTc]d
e = 0, (4.27)
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while the condition (3.8) is reduced to
Tab
a = −Ka,ba = 0. (4.28)
We first consider the condition (4.26). From (4.17), the condition (4.26) becomes
Ka′,bˆ
cˆΩmncˆ = 0, (4.29)
(Kaˆ,bˆ
cˆ −Kbˆ,aˆcˆ)Ωmncˆ = 0. (4.30)
Since these conditions are independent of Ωmna′ , we assume that the parameters ǫ1a′ , ǫ2a′
are non-zero without loss of generality.
Next, the condition (4.27) becomes
Ta′b′
dˆTcˆdˆ
eˆ + Tb′cˆ
dˆTa′ dˆ
eˆ + Tcˆa′
dˆTb′dˆ
eˆ = 0, (4.31)
Ta′ bˆ
dˆTcˆdˆ
eˆ + Tbˆcˆ
dˆTa′dˆ
eˆ + Tcˆa′
dˆTbˆdˆ
eˆ = 0, (4.32)
Taˆbˆ
dˆTcˆdˆ
eˆ + Tbˆcˆ
dˆTaˆdˆ
eˆ + Tcˆaˆ
dˆTbˆdˆ
eˆ = 0. (4.33)
Using (2.9), the conditions (4.31) and (4.32) are rewritten as
Kb′,cˆ
dˆKa′,dˆ
eˆ −Ka′,cˆdˆKb′,dˆeˆ = 0, (4.34)
Ka′,bˆ
dˆTcˆdˆ
eˆ +Ka′,cˆ
dˆTbˆdˆ
eˆ −Ka′ eˆdˆTbˆcˆdˆ = 0. (4.35)
The first equation (4.34) is the commuting condition of the contorsion matrices Ka′,bˆ
cˆ.
Then Ka′,bˆcˆ are parameters of U(1)L′ × U(1)R′ . Finally, the condition (4.28) becomes
Kaˆ,bˆ
aˆ = 0. (4.36)
In the following we solve the parallel spinor condition and the conditions on the torsion
in each twist separately.
4.3 Solutions to the conditions
4.3.1 Half twist
First we consider the half twist. The supercharges QA
′
α and Q¯
α˙
A′ are decomposed into Q¯,
Qm, Q¯mn. The parameters ζ
A′
α , ζ¯
α˙
A′ are decomposed in the same way. The parallel spinor
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condition (4.18) for ζ¯, ζ¯mn and ζm are[
δβ˙A′Ωmna(σ¯
mn)α˙β˙ + δ
α˙
B′Ka,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)A′
B′
]
ζ¯ = 0, (4.37)[
δγ˙A′Ωmna(σ¯
mn)α˙β˙(σ¯
pq)β˙ γ˙ + δ
β˙
B′Ka,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)A′
B′(σ¯pq)α˙β˙
]
ζ¯pq = 0, (4.38)[
δγ˙C′Ωmna(σ
mn)α
β(σp)βγ˙ǫ
A′C′ + δβ˙C′Ka,bˆcˆ(σ
p)αβ˙ǫ
B′C′(Σbˆcˆ)A
′
B′
]
ζp = 0. (4.39)
In order that the scalar supersymmetry is preserved, the U(1)R and U(1)R′ charges must
be identified as
δα˙B′Ka,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)A′
B′ = −δβ˙A′Ωmna(σ¯mn)α˙β˙. (4.40)
We then find that the scalar and one component of the tensor supersymmetries are pre-
served and the others are broken under the condition (4.40)1.
We then solve the constraints on the torsion. The anti-self-dual part of Ka,bˆcˆ and
Ωmna are identified by the relation (4.40). Then the anti-self-dual part of Ka′,bˆcˆ is non-
zero since ǫ1a′ and ǫ2a′ are non-zero. Therefore we find that Ωmncˆ = 0 from (4.29) and
(4.30) is satisfied automatically for any Kaˆ,bˆcˆ. Using (4.40), the anti-self-dual part of Kaˆ,bˆcˆ
becomes zero. Since the U(1)L′ × U(1)R′ Ka′,bˆcˆ charge of Taˆbˆ cˆ is non-zero, the condition
(4.35) implies Taˆbˆ
cˆ = 0. Then, using the relation (2.7) the self-dual part of Kaˆ,bˆcˆ is zero.
The conditions (4.33) and (4.36) are satisfied automatically. The self-dual part of Ka′,bˆcˆ
belongs to U(1)L′ . In summary, we have the following conditions on the Ω-background
parameters Ωmna and the contorsion Ka,bc for the scalar supersymmetry generated by Q¯:
δα˙B′Ka′,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)A′
B′ = −δβ˙A′Ωmna′(σ¯mn)α˙β˙,
Ka′,bˆcˆ(Σ
bˆcˆ)AˆBˆ = −4iMa′ AˆBˆ, Ma′ AˆBˆ =
(
ma′ 0
0 −ma′
)
,
Ωmnaˆ = Kaˆ,bˆcˆ = Ka,b′c′ = Ka,bˆc′ = 0,
(4.41)
where ma′ are real parameters. The theory has N = (0, 2) supersymmetry2 under the
conditions (4.41). The explicit form of the supersymmetry transformation of fields are
obtained by substituting (4.41) into (3.10). The result coincides with the transformation
obtained in [12].
1We will discuss the tensor supersymmetries in section 4.4
2The notation N = (m,n) means that the theory has m chiral, n anti-chiral supercharges.
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The R-symmetry Wilson line (Aa′)AˆBˆ and the contorsion Ka′,bˆcˆ are related by (4.6).
The conditions on the contorsion in (4.41) are rewritten as
4iδα˙B′(A)A′B′ = δβ˙A′Ωmn(σ¯mn)α˙β˙, 4iδα˙B′(A¯)A′B
′
= δβ˙A′Ω¯mn(σ¯
mn)α˙β˙,
(A)AˆBˆ =
(
m 0
0 −m
)
, (A¯)AˆBˆ =
(
m¯ 0
0 −m¯
)
,
Ωmnaˆ = (Aaˆ)AB(Σbˆcˆ)BA = (Aa)AB(Σb′c′)BA = (Aa)AB(Σbˆc′)BA = 0,
(4.42)
where A = 1√
2
(A5 − iA6) , A¯ = 1√2(A5 + iA6) and m, m¯,Ωmn, Ω¯mn are defined similarly.
(A)AˆBˆ, (A¯)AˆBˆ are identified with the mass matrices of the hypermultiplet in the N = 2∗
theory [4, 12]. The mass of the hypermultiplet is
√
mm¯. Mass perturbations in twisted
N = 4 theory are discussed in [23].
4.3.2 Vafa-Witten twist
We next consider the Vafa-Witten twist. The supercharges QA
′
α , Q¯
α˙
A′ and the parameters
ζA
′
α , ζ¯
α˙
A′ are decomposed as in the case of the half twist. The supercharges Q
Aˆ
α , Q¯
α˙
Aˆ
are
decomposed into Q¯′, Q¯′mn and Q¯
′
mn. The parameters ζ
Aˆ
α , ζ¯
α˙
Aˆ
are decomposed in the same
way. The parallel spinor conditions for ζ¯, ζ¯mn and ζm are (4.37)–(4.39). The conditions
for ζ¯ ′, ζ¯ ′mn and ζ
′
m are[
δβ˙ AˆΩmna(σ¯
mn)α˙β˙ + δ
α˙
BˆKa,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)Aˆ
Bˆ
]
ζ¯ ′ = 0, (4.43)[
δγ˙ AˆΩmna(σ¯
mn)α˙β˙(σ¯
pq)β˙ γ˙ + δ
β˙
BˆKa,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)Aˆ
Bˆ(σ¯pq)α˙β˙
]
ζ¯ ′pq = 0, (4.44)[
δγ˙ CˆΩmna(σ
mn)α
β(σp)βγ˙ǫ
AˆCˆ + δβ˙ CˆKa,bˆcˆ(σ
p)αβ˙ǫ
BˆCˆ(Σbˆcˆ)AˆBˆ
]
ζ ′p = 0. (4.45)
The condition on the torsion for the scalar supersymmetry ζ¯ ′ is
δα˙BˆKa,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)Aˆ
Bˆ = −δβ˙ AˆΩmna(σ¯mn)α˙β˙. (4.46)
The condition (4.46) together with (4.40) implies that the rank of the contorsion matrices
Ka′ bˆcˆ reduces by two and Ka′ bˆcˆ can be of the form
Ka′,bˆcˆ =

0 −ka′ 0 0
ka′ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , (4.47)
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where ka′ are non-zero parameters. Therefore, two matrices within Ωmnaˆ (aˆ = 7, 8, 9, 10)
remain non-zero from the condition (4.29). From the representation of the Σ-matrices in
the appendix, we can take Ωmn9, Ωmn10 as non-zero matrices and Ωmn7 and Ωmn8 as zero.
Then from (4.40) and (4.46) we get Kaˆ,bˆcˆ = 0 except Kaˆ,78 (aˆ = 9, 10) and the condition
(4.30) is satisfied automatically. The condition (4.34) holds since the contorsion and the
Ω-background matrices are identified by the relations (4.46) and (4.40), and the matrices
Ωmna commute with each other. We find that the condition (4.35) is satisfied and the
(4.33) reduces to the commutative relation of Ωmn7 and Ωmn8. The last condition (4.36)
holds when the conditions (4.29), (4.30), (4.34) and (4.35) are satisfied.
We obtain the following conditions on the Ω-background parameters Ωmna and the
contorsion Ka,bc for the scalar supersymmetries generated by Q¯, Q¯
′:
δα˙B′Ka′,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)A′
B′ = −δβ˙A′Ωmna′(σ¯mn)α˙β˙,
δα˙BˆKa′,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)Aˆ
Bˆ = −δβ˙ AˆΩmna′(σ¯mn)α˙β˙, (a′ = 5, 6)
δα˙B′Kaˆ,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)A′
B′ = −δβ˙A′Ωmnaˆ(σ¯mn)α˙β˙ ,
δα˙BˆKaˆ,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)Aˆ
Bˆ = −δβ˙ AˆΩmnaˆ(σ¯mn)α˙β˙, (aˆ = 9, 10)
Ωmn7 = Ωmn8 = K7,bˆcˆ = K8,bˆcˆ = Ka,b′c′ = Ka,bˆc′ = 0.
(4.48)
In terms of the R-symmetry Wilson line, these become
4iδα˙B′(Aa′)A′B′ = −δβ˙A′Ωmna′(σ¯mn)α˙β˙,
4iδα˙Bˆ(Aaˆ)AˆBˆ = −δβ˙ AˆΩmna′(σ¯mn)α˙β˙, (a′ = 5, 6)
4iδα˙B′(Aa′)A′B′ = −δβ˙A′Ωmnaˆ(σ¯mn)α˙β˙,
4iδα˙Bˆ(Aaˆ)AˆBˆ = −δβ˙ AˆΩmnaˆ(σ¯mn)α˙β˙, (aˆ = 9, 10),
(A7)AB(Σbˆcˆ)BA = (A8)AB(Σbˆcˆ)BA = (Aa)AB(Σb′c′)BA = (Aa)AB(Σbˆc′)BA = 0,
Ωmn7 = Ωmn8 = 0.
(4.49)
As in the case of the half twist, two components of the tensor supersymmetries are pre-
served when the conditions (4.48), (4.49) are satisfied. Therefore the theory hasN = (0, 4)
supersymmetry.
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4.3.3 Marcus twist
Finally, we consider the Marcus twist. The supercharges QA
′
α , Q¯
α˙
A′ and Q
Aˆ
α , Q¯
α˙
Aˆ
are de-
composed into Q, Q¯, Qmn, Q¯mn and Qm, Q¯m. The parameters ζ
A′
α , ζ¯
α˙
A′ and ζ
Aˆ
α , ζ¯
α˙
Aˆ
are
decomposed similarly. The parallel spinor conditions for ζ¯, ζ¯mn and ζm are (4.37)–(4.39).
The condition (4.18) for ζ, ζpq and ζ¯p are[
δβ
AˆΩmna(σ
mn)α
β + δα
BˆKa,bˆcˆ(Σ
bˆcˆ)AˆBˆ
]
ζ = 0, (4.50)[
δα
AˆΩmna(σ
mn)α
β(σpq)β
α + δβ
BˆKa,bˆcˆ(σ
pq)α
β(Σbˆcˆ)AˆBˆ
]
ζpq = 0, (4.51)[
δγ
CˆΩmna(σ¯
mn)α˙β˙(σ
p)β˙γǫAˆCˆ + δβ
CˆKa,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)Aˆ
Bˆ(σp)α˙βǫBˆCˆ
]
ζ¯p = 0. (4.52)
We examine the conditions on the two scalar supersymmetries generated by Q, Q¯. The
condition on the torsion for the parallel spinor ζ is
δα
BˆKa,bˆcˆ(Σ
bˆcˆ)AˆBˆ = −δβAˆΩmna(σmn)αβ. (4.53)
Using the relation (4.53) together with (4.40), the condition (4.29) implies that the ma-
trices Ωmncˆ vanish. Then the condition (4.30) holds automatically. The condition (4.34)
is satisfied by using the relation (4.53). Similarly Kaˆ,bˆcˆ is shown to be zero from Ωmncˆ = 0.
Then the conditions (4.35), (4.34) and (4.36) are satisfied.
We get the following conditions on the Ω-background parameters Ωmna and the con-
torsion Ka,bc for the scalar supersymmetries generated by Q, Q¯:
δα˙B′Ka′,bˆcˆ(Σ¯
bˆcˆ)A′
B′ = −δβ˙A′Ωmna′(σ¯mn)α˙β˙,
δα
BˆKa′,bˆcˆ(Σ
bˆcˆ)AˆBˆ = −δβAˆΩmna′(σmn)αβ,
Ωmnaˆ = Kaˆ,bˆcˆ = Ka,b′c′ = Ka,bˆc′ = 0.
(4.54)
In terms of the R-symmetry Wilson line, the conditions become
4iδα˙B′(Aa′)A′B′ = −δβ˙A′Ωmna′(σ¯mn)α˙β˙,
4iδα
Bˆ(Aa′)AˆBˆ = −δβAˆΩmna′(σmn)αβ,
Ωmnaˆ = (Aaˆ)AB(Σbˆcˆ)BA = (Aa)AB(Σb′c′)BA = (Aa)AB(Σbˆc′)BA = 0.
(4.55)
In addition to the scalar supersymmetries, two components of the tensor supersymmetries
are preserved when the conditions (4.54), (4.55) are satisfied. Therefore the theory has
N = (2, 2) supersymmetry.
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4.4 Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit
We have examined the scalar supersymmetries of the N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory
in the Ω-background with the torsion. In this subsection, we study supersymmetries
of the theory in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit of the Ω-background [18]. It is defined
by the limit where ǫ2a (or ǫ1a) → 0 and keeping ǫ1a (or ǫ2a) finite. In this limit, the
super Poincare´ symmetry of the two-dimensional subspace in four-dimensional spacetime
is recovered. We will study how supersymmetry is enhanced in each topological twist.
Half twist First, we consider the half twist where the contorsion and the Ω-background
matrices are related by (4.40). We examine the parallel spinor conditions for the tensor
and the vector supersymmetries (4.38), (4.39).
For the vector supersymmetry, by eliminating the contorsion in (4.39), we get[
Ωmna(σ
mn)α
β(σp)ββ˙ε
β˙A′ + (σp)αα˙ε
α˙B′Ωmna(σ¯
mn)B′
A′
]
ζp = 0. (4.56)
This equation (4.56) is written in terms of ǫ1a, ǫ2a as
ǫ1a(σ
4ζ1 − σ3ζ2) + ǫ2a(σ2ζ3 − σ1ζ4) = 0. (4.57)
In the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit, ǫ2a → 0 (a = 5, 6), the parameters ζ3, ζ4 satisfy the
parallel spinor condition. In the limit ǫ1a → 0 (a = 5, 6), the parameters ζ1, ζ2 satisfy the
condition.
We next consider parallel spinor condition for ζ¯pq. Using the relation (4.40), the
condition is rewritten as[
Ωmna(σ¯
mn)α˙β˙(σ¯
pq)β˙A′ − (σ¯pq)α˙β˙Ωmna(σ¯mn)β˙A′
]
ζ¯pq = 0. (4.58)
This is the commutative relation between the matrices Ωmna(σ¯
mn) and ζ¯pq(σ¯
pq),
[Ωmnaσ¯
mn, ζ¯pqσ¯
pq] = 0. (4.59)
Since we have Ωmna(σ¯
mn) = i(ǫ1a + ǫ2a)τ3, the parameter ζ¯12 satisfies (4.59) as mentioned
in section 4.3.1 and ζ¯13 = ζ¯14 = 0. Therefore N = (2, 2) supersymmetry is preserved in the
Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit. The conserved supercharges of the N = (2, 2) supersymmetry
in the half twist case is summarized in table 3.
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Supercharge Scalar Tensor Vector
ǫ1a → 0 (a = 5, 6) Q¯ Q¯12 Q1, Q2
ǫ2a → 0 (a = 5, 6) Q¯ Q¯12 Q3, Q4
Table 3: Conserved supercharges in the half twist.
Supercharge Scalar Tensor Vector
ǫ1a → 0 (a = 5, 6, 7, 8) Q¯, Q¯′ Q¯12, Q¯′12 Q1, Q2, Q′1, Q′2
ǫ2a → 0 (a = 5, 6, 7, 8) Q¯, Q¯′ Q¯12, Q¯′12 Q3, Q4, Q′3, Q′4
Table 4: Conserved supercharges in the Vafa-Witten twist.
Vafa-Witten twist . The parallel spinor conditions for ζ¯ ′mn and ζ
′
m are the same as
those for ζ¯mn and ζm in the half twist. Therefore N = (4, 4) supersymmetry is preserved
in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit. The conserved supercharges are found in table 4.
Marcus twist The parallel spinor conditions for ζ¯pq, ζp have been written down. The
parallel spinor condition for ζpq is obtained by replacing σ¯mn with σmn in (4.59). Then
ζ12 satisfies the equation (4.59) and ζ13 = ζ14 = 0. The condition for ζ¯p is
ǫ1a(σ
2ζ¯3 − σ1ζ¯4) + ǫ2a(σ4ζ¯1 − σ3ζ¯2) = 0. (4.60)
Therefore N = (4, 4) supersymmetry is preserved in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit. The
conserved supercharges are summarized in table 5.
5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper we studied ten-dimensional N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory in the curved
background with the torsion. We investigated the dimensional reduction to four dimen-
sions where the torsion is introduced along the internal space such that four-dimensional
gauge invariance is preserved. Requiring supersymmetry, it has been shown that the tor-
sion obeys the constraints and also modifies the parallel spinor conditions. In particular
we have studied the torsion in the ten-dimensional Ω-background, where we can identify
the R-symmetry Wilson line gauge field with the torsion. We solved the modified parallel
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Supercharge Scalar Tensor Vector
ǫ1a → 0 (a = 5, 6) Q¯, Q Q¯12, Q12 Q1, Q2, Q¯1, Q¯2
ǫ2a → 0 (a = 5, 6) Q¯, Q Q¯12, Q12 Q3, Q4, Q¯3, Q¯4
Table 5: Conserved supercharges in the Marcus twist.
spinor conditions for the topological twists (the half-twist, the Vafa-Witten twist and the
Marcus twist) of N = 4 supersymmetry. We found the solutions of the deformation pa-
rameters of the Ω-background and the Wilson line gauge fields. We obtained the preserved
supersymmetries for these twists.
In order to construct the deformed topological field theory associated with the twists, it
is necessary to extend the deformed scalar supersymmetry to the off-shell supersymmetry.
In a subsequent paper [24], we will discuss the off-shell structure of the twisted deformed
theories and their instanton effective action.
One can consider the curved background admitting the (conformal) Killing spinor asso-
ciated with super(conformal)symmetry transformations. In the case without the torsion,
the parallel spinor conditions lead to the Ricci-flatness of the geometry. For the case with
the Killing spinor, the associated geometries have been classified in [14]. The conformal
Killing spinor in S4 [15, 16] and other geometries [25, 26, 27] are used to discuss the local-
ization. It would be interesting to introduce the torsion for the geometry admitting (con-
formal) Killing spinor conditions and examine the deformed super(conformal)symmetry.
It would also be an interesting problem to understand the ten-dimensional deformed
theory in superstring theory. The stringy realization of the Ω-background allows us to
analyze the various dimensional system [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. From the dimensional
reduction to various dimensions, we can obtain the Ω-deformed gauge theories other than
four dimensions in a systematic way. One can also study their Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit,
where the various Ω-deformed BPS states exist in the deformed theories [34, 35, 36, 37].
From the supersymmetry constructed in this work, one can compute the central charges
for the BPS states, which are important to understand the integrability structure of the
deformed theory.
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Appendix Dirac matrices in four and six dimensions
In this appendix, we present our conventions of the Dirac matrices in four- and six-
dimensional spaces with the Euclidean signature. The Dirac matrices σmαα˙ and σ¯
mα˙α in
four dimensions are defined by
σm =
(
iτ 1, iτ 2, iτ 3, 12
)
, σ¯m =
(−iτ 1,−iτ 2,−iτ 3, 12), (A.1)
where τ i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices and 12 denotes the 2× 2 identity matrix. We
define the Lorentz generators σmn and σ¯mn by
σmn =
1
4
(
σmσ¯n − σnσ¯m), σ¯mn = 1
4
(
σ¯mσn − σ¯nσm). (A.2)
The Dirac matrices ΣaAB and Σ¯aAB in six dimensions are defined by
Σ5 =
(
iτ 2 0
0 iτ 2
)
, Σ6 =
(
τ 2 0
0 −τ 2
)
, Σ7 =
(
0 −τ 3
τ 3 0
)
,
Σ8 =
(
0 i12
−i12 0
)
, Σ9 =
(
0 −τ 1
τ 1 0
)
, Σ10 =
(
0 τ 2
τ 2 0
)
,
Σ¯5 =
(
−iτ 2 0
0 −iτ 2
)
, Σ¯6 =
(
τ 2 0
0 −τ 2
)
, Σ¯7 =
(
0 τ 3
−τ 3 0
)
,
Σ¯8 =
(
0 i12
−i12 0
)
, Σ¯9 =
(
0 τ 1
−τ 1 0
)
, Σ¯10 =
(
0 τ 2
τ 2 0
)
, (A.3)
The Lorentz generators Σab and Σ¯ab are defined by
Σab =
1
4
(
ΣaΣ¯b − ΣbΣ¯a), Σ¯ab = 1
4
(
Σ¯aΣb − Σ¯bΣa). (A.4)
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